Criteria of decision

D1  Disease severity
D2  Size of population affected by disease
C1  Clinical guidelines
C2  Comparative interventions limitations
I1  Improvement of efficacy/effectiveness
I2  Improvement of safety & tolerability
I3  Improvement of patient reported outcomes
T1  Public health interest
T2  Type of medical service
E1  Budget impact on health plan
E2  Cost-effectiveness of intervention
E3  Impact on other spending
Q2  Completeness and consistency of reporting evidence
Q3  Relevance and validity of evidence

nWeights | Scores | Contributions | MCDA Estimate*
---|---|---|---

0.08 | 0.63 |
0.06 | 0.85 |
0.07 | 0.44 |
0.08 | 0.41 |
0.09 | 0.33 |
0.08 | 0.33 |
0.07 | 0.30 |
0.08 | 0.35 |
0.07 | 0.35 |
0.08 | 0.35 |
0.07 | 0.41 |
0.08 | 0.35 |

* MCDA Estimate is calculated based on the weighted sum of all criteria scores.